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CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR ASSOCIATED
RANDOM FIELDS WITH APPLICATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Functional central limit theorems (fclt's) have been variously

extended to the case of dependent variables following the suggestion

of Erdais and Kac [14] and the proof of Donsker [12] for sequences

of independent variables.

The necessary assumption of asymptotic independence has generally

been given in terms of mixing conditions (e.g., Theorem 20.1 of

Billingsley [3]) which can be difficult to verify in practice. Deo

[10] has extended the concept of ci)-mixing to random fields and

obtained a functional central limit theorem for such (stationary

cl)-mixing) random fields, which may be regarded either as a generaliza-

tion of Theorem 20.1 of Billingsley [3] to multivariate or as a gen-

eralization of Corollary 1 of Wichura [35] to dependent random

variables. Moreover Ivanoff [21] has shown various mixing conditions

for the existence of weak convergence of a random measure X (t)
X

which is defined to be the normalization of X([0,t1X]x...x[0,tdX]),

in D = 0[0,1]d, to the d-dimensional Wiener process.

Newman and Wright [28], [29] replace these mixing conditions by

a simple natural finite susceptibility condition on the covariance;

this was accomplished at the expense of restricting the nature of the

dependence to that of association, a strong positive dependence

property. Unfortunately, the question of whether these conditions



lead to weak convergence to the Wiener process for d > 2 is left

open.

In this dissertation we prove a functional central limit theorem

under an added moment condition which we call finite 6-susceptibility

for associated stationary d-dimensional arrays of random variables.

This is extended to a fclt for random measures as follows. Let X

be a random measure on IRd and X(B) be the [random] amount of mass

in the bounded Borel set B c 1Rd. We say X satisfies a finite

6-susceptibility condition if there are a 6 > 0 and a constant

K < co so that for all bounded Borel B

ElX(B)-E(X(B))I2+6 < K
1131112

where 1B1 denotes the Lebesgue measure of B. This condition is

then used to prove new fcltis for some classes of random measures,

namely doubly stochastic point random fields and cluster random

measures.

1.2. Preliminaries and Notation

In this section we give the notation and some background ideas

which will be used throughout this thesis.

IRd denotes d-dimensional Euclidean space, Zd denotes the

set of vectors in IRd with integer components. Vectors in IRd are

denoted as x = (x1" xd) and we set Ix! = I I d1
which

is the volume of rectangle region in IRd with diagonal corners

0 = (0,...,0) and x = (x...,xd).



Let D = D[O,1]d be the space of all bounded functions

x : [OWd IR that are 'continuous from above, with limits from

below': the functions in D may be more precisely characterized as

follows.

If t E [0,1]d and for 1 < p < d, R is one of the relations

(0 denote the quadrant< and >, let
QR1,...,Rd

{(S s ) E [0,1]d: s R t 1 < < dl.1" d P P P'

Then (Bickel and Wichura [21, Straf [33]) D if and only if

for each t E [0,1]d,

xQ E 1im x(s) exists for each of the 2d quadrants

s±t,sEQ

Q = QRR (t) and
d

x(t) = x
Q>,...,>

One natural way that elements of D arise is from Borel

measures. If v is a bounded Borel measure on [0,1]d then

x(t) : = v(Bt) E D, where
Bt

is a rectangle with corners 0, and

t. x(t) defined in this way has bounded variation. Not all elements

of D have bounded variation so not all arise from measures. How-

ever each x E D does arise from a finitely additive (not neces-

sarily a-additive) measure v. If

B = ii (s.,t.]
i=1

1 1

then

3



d-Z. 6
=

v(B) =
11 i

(-1)
X(s1-1-E1(t1-s1),...,sdd(td-sd))

E1
=0,1

Ed=0,1
(1.2)

In this case we often abuse notation and X(B) in place of

v(B).

We can introduce the d-dimensional Skorohod [metric] topology

on V which for d = 1 coincides with Skorohod well-known

J1-topology (Billingsley [3]). For this, let A be the group of all

transforms X : [0,1]d [0,1]d of the form

X(ti,...,td) = (X1(t1)'Xd(td))

where each X : [0,1] -> [OW is continuous, strictly increasing,

and fixes zero and one. Define the 'Skorohod' distance between x

and y in D to be

where

and

d(x,y) = inf{min(Ilx-YX11,11X : X E A},

Hx-yAll = sup{lx(t)-y(A.(0)1 : t E [0,1]d}

H2.11 = sup{lx(t)-t1 : t E [0]d/.

Then, as is known, d is a metric which defines the so-called

Skorohod topology. With this topology, D is separable and topo-

logically complete, and the Borel a-algebra of D coincides with

the a-algebra A generated by the projections x x(t) for

t E [0,1]d

4
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We turn now to a discussion of weak convergence for D-valued

random elements.

Definition 1.1. A sequencefXn n > 11 of 0-valued random

elements is said to converge weakly in the Skorohod topology to a

D-valued random element X, written
Xn

-4- X, if Ef(Xn) Ef(X)

for all Skorohod bounded continuous functions f : D 4- TR.

The following notions of finite dimensional convergence and

tightness are important both in the theory of weak convergence and

its applications.

Definition 1.2. The D-valued random elements
X1'X2'...

in

finite dimensional distribution converge to a random element X if

for all Bi,...,Bk disjoint bounded rectangles

(X (B ) X (B ))(X(Bl ),...,X(Bk )) (dist.), where X(B) for anl'''''nk
rectangle

B = Ti (s.,t,1
j=1 J J

is the random finitely additive measure corresponding to X.

Definition 1.3. D-valued random elements
Xl' X2' ...

are said

to be tight if for each positive c there exists a compact set K

such that P(Xn E K) > 1 - for all n.

We can give a more useful characterization of tightness as

follows.

5



Let

For each 6 > 0 let w : D TR be defined by

Wcs(X) = w(x,6) = sup{lx(t)-x(01 : St E [0,11dHt-s < 6),

(1.4)

where

Hull = max lu for u = u ,...,ud).

C = {X E D : lim sup w (x) = 0}
6-4-0

be the subset of V consisting of all continuous functions mapping

[0,1]d -4- 1R.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose Xn 4- X in the sense of finite dimensional

convergence. Then the sequence {Xn : n > 1} is tight if the follow-

ing condition holds:

For each positive E and n, there exist a 6 (0 < 6 1)

and an integer no such that

P{Xn : w6(Xn) > n, n no (1.5)

A criterion for the weak convergence of random element in D

can be given in terms of the weak convergence of the corresponding

finite dimensional distributions together with a tightness condition.

Theorem 1.5. Let {Xn: n > 1} be a sequence of random elements

in D. Then there exists a random element X in D with values

almost surely in C to which the Xn converge weakly in the

6



Skorohod topology if and only if the following two conditions hold:

for a collection {B1,. .,Bk} of disjoint bounded

rectangles Xn 4- X in the sense of finite dimensional

convergence and

for each c > 0,

lim lim sup P{w(Xn,6) > El = 0 (1.6)

Definition 1.6. A random element X is said to be a Wiener

process on [0,1]d with sample paths in D if

EX(t) = 0, E(X2(0) = Itl, t e [0,11d

X has continuous sample paths, and

increments of X for all collection of pairwise disjoint

rectangles are independent Gaussian random variables.

In Chapter II we will prove some functional central limit theorems

for stationary random fields then in the following chapters these

results will be extended to random measures.

7



II. FUNCTIONAL CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR
ASSOCIATED RANDOM VARIABLES

2.0. Introduction

We wish to show a functional central limit theorem for associated

random fields under the necessary condition of finite susceptibility.

For d = 1,2, this was essentially done by Newman and Wright [28,

29]. We outline these proofs below and show why they do not work for

dimensions d > 2. To show weak convergence of W in the space

D = D[0,11d to a Wiener process W, we must show (i) convergence

of the finite dimensional distributions and (ii) tightness. (i) has

been shown for arbitrary d but showing tightness is a more delicate

problem. This amounts to'having a good estimate on the tail of the

maximal distribution. Such an estimate was obtained for d = 1,2

by Newman and Wright as a consequence of certain maximal inequalities.

In the d > 2 case we show with an added moment condition which

we call finite 6-susceptibility functional central limit theorems

for associated random variables hold. It is still an open problem

whether the functional central limit theorem for d > 2 always holds

only assuming finite susceptibility condition.

2.1. Weak Convergence of Finite Dimensional Distributions for
Associated Random Variables

E of random variables is called
1

associated if for every finite subcollection Xi,X2,...,Xm and every

pair of coordinatewise non-decreasing function f1,f2 : IRm IR,

8



-

we have that the random variables f. = f,(X1 ), j = 1,2,
m

satisfy

Cov(f1,f2) > 0, (2.1)

-2
whenevertheyaresuchthatE(f.)< =0 for j = 1,2, .(see Easary,

Proschan, and Walkup [151).

The following theorem states the main properties of association

whose proofs may be found in [1], [15], and [34].

Theorem 2.1. The following statements are true:

Any subset of associated random variables is a set of

associated random variables.

The set consisting of a single random variable is

associated.

If two sets of associated random variables are indepen-

dent, then their union is a set of associated random

variables.

Independent random variables are associated.

Non-decreasing functions of associated random variables

are associated.

(n) (n)
If {X. : i E is associated and {x}
in the sense of finite dimensional distributions then

T.X.1 is associated.
1

Theorem 2.2 (Newman's Inequality). Suppose Y1,...,Y are

associated random variables with finite variance; then for every

real r
rm1, "

9



Outline of Proof. Note that for X, Y with finite variance

CO

Cov(X,Y) = [P(X>x,Y>y) - P(X>x)P(Y>y)]dxdy (2.3)

[24, Lemma 211 which can be easily generalized to yield

Cov(f(X),g(Y))

= f f f'(x)g'(y){13(X>x,Y>y) - P(X>x)P(Y>y)ldxdy (2.4)

for bounded f', g'.

We proceed by induction on m. The result is true for m = 1

trivially and for m = 2 by (2.4). Suppose (2.2) is true for

m < M. For m = M + I assume that for some E = ±1 or 6 = ±1

and m' c {1,...,M}, Er. > 0 for 1 < j < m' while 6r > 0 for

m'+1 < 2 < m+1.

Define

1
L--f. 71r.11rk1Cov(Y.,Yk )

j
1<ji<m 3

1E exp(i rkYk) - E exp(irk Yk
)1

k=1 k=1

M+1
X = Er.Y. , Y = Sr.Y.

j=1 -3 j=m'+1

and note that X and Y are associated, and that

M+1
EX + SY = r.Y. .

j=1

10
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Denoting the joint characteristic function E exp ir(eX+6Y) by

(i)(E,(5), the marginal characteristic function by ybz (9, = 1,2) we

have that the left hand side of (2.2) is bounded by

M+1

1'1)(6,6) - (01(04) (6)1 + 1 (011 11)2(6) - II E exp i(rkYk)1
k=m'+1

m' M+1

+ 1(1)1(c) - II E exp i(rkYk)lirt E exp(irkYk
k=1 k=m'+1

which by induction hypothesis is in turn bounded by

le1161Cov(X,Y) +
j k)

m1+1<jk<M+1 -

ly Ir.11 /. 1,1Cov(YvYk)

1<jik<m'

which equals the right hand side of (2.2). This completes the

proof. 0

From this inequality it is clear that if associated random

variables are uncorrelated then the random variables are jointly

independent.

Definition 2.3. A sequence {X : n E Zdl satisfies the
n

finite susceptibility condition if there exists a finite A such

that

Cov(X0' X ) = A
n

nEZ

11
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The following theorem is stated in Newman and Wright [29]. We give a

sketch of the proof here.

Theorem = E Zd111 1 be a

strictly stationary array of finite variance, mean zero, associated

random variables which satisfy finite susceptibility ((2.6) of

Definition 2.3).

For t = (t ...,t ) with each t. > 0, define
d

[nti]
[ntd

]

W(t) n-d/2 x.
n

j1=1

-d/2
:= n

(S[nt],...,[ntd])'

Ar2
E{exp(irWn(1)}

exp( -7T) as

To see this, first note that it follows from (2.8) by simple esti-

mates that for s < t, a rectangle B in

E exp ir(Wn(B(s,t))) exp(
AiL7_s_l 2

2
r)

(2.7)

where [.] denotes the usual greatest integer functions and let

W(t) be the d-parameter Wiener process, then the finite dimensional

distributions of
Wn converge in distribution to those of W.

Sketch of Proof. We claim that it suffices to prove that

(2.8)

as n (2.9)



and then by simple estimates based on (2.6) that for the disjoint

rectangles B and C

Cov(Wn(B),Wn(C)) 4 0 as n -0. co. (2.10)

W(B), W(C) which are limit in distribution would be associated and

uncorrelated and hence independent. This, together with (2.10),

shows that the finite dimensional distributions of
Wn

converge to

those of the standard Wiener process. It remains to prove (2.9)

whose proof is shown in the following lemma. 0

Lemma 2.5. If B is a rectangle in [0,1]d and

{X. : j Zdl is a sequence of stationary, associated random vari-

ables, which satisfies (2.6) then

Var(Wn(B)) 4 AIBI as n 4 cc', (2.11)

,

where IB1 is a Lebesgue measure of B and if C is a rectangle

disjoint from B then

Cov(Wn(B),Wn(C)) 4 0 as n 4 00.

Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 2.14 which will

be proven in Section 2.3.

The second is an easy calculation using finite susceptibility;

there exists a large number N such that for every j and k

Ij-k1 > N implies Cov(X.,X,) = 0 by stationarity and finite sus-

ceptibility. Since B is a rectangle disjoint from C for every

13



1 E nB and k E nC, Ij- > N as n 00 which yields

E.
X.Xi EkEnC

Cov(Wn(B),Wn(C)) = Coy
d/2

nd/2

-d COV(L,X.) -* 0 as

iEnB kEnC 1L

by stationarity and (2.6). 0

2.2. Maximal Inequalities and Tightness for Sequences
of Associated Random Variables in d = 1,2

In this section we give the functional central limit theorem in

the dimension d = 1,2 case.
X1'X2'...

denotes a sequence of

associated random variables and we set Sn = X1
+ + X S = 0

n' 0

and

S* = Max(S ,...,Sn) (2.12)

To obtain tightness we need a maximal inequality which controls

the tail of S* in terms of the tail of
Sn.

The results of this

section are due to Newman and Wright [29].

Definition 2.5. An L1 sequence
S0 '

= 0
Sl' S2' ...

is a

demimartingale (resp. demisubmartingale) if for j = 1,2,...

E((S. -S.)f(S ,...,S.))
3+1 1 .3

for all non-decreasing (resp. non-negative and non-decreasing) f

such that the expectation is defined.

n

14
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Note that with the natural choice of a-fields, S0,S1,...

would be a martingale (resp. submartingale) if the non-decreasing

hypotheses were dropped.

Proposition 2.6. Suppose
X1,X2,...

are L1, mean zero,

associatedrandomvariablesandS.=X1 + + Xj (S0 = 0); then

the sequence Sn is a demartingale.

The following theorem and proof are based on Garsia's version

of Doob's maximal inequality [13, 181.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose S1,S2,... is a demisubmartingale, then

for any n and any X > 0,

XP(S* > X) < f S dP

n {S*>A} n

Proof. First we show that for any n, and a non-negative and

non-decreasing function m on (-00,c0) with m(0) = 0

S*

E( f n udm(u)) < E(S m(S*))
n n

0

For fixed n, let Y = S* and Y0 = 0; then
k k

n-1 n-1

Sm(Y ) = / Sk+1 (m(Yk+1)-m(Yk)) / (n n k 1-Sk)m(Yk)
(2.16)

k=0 k=1

Note, from the definition of S*, that for k > 1

either
5k+1 < Yk+1 (Yk = Yk+1)

Or
5k+1 = Yk+1 (Yk k+1).

15
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Next we note that

EUSk+i-Sk)m(Yk)) > 0 2.19)

by the definition of demisubmartingale since m(Yk) is a non-negative

and non-decreasing function of S1,...,Sk; taking the expectation of

(2.18) and using (2.19) yields (2.15) since Yn = S.114. Thus by taking

m(u) to be indicator function
161>X1

we obtain (2.14) from (2.15). 0

Remark. Suppose
S1,S2,...

a demimartingale and m is a non-

decreasing function; then (2.14) and (2.15) also hold.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose S1,S2,... is an L2 demisubmartingale;

then for 0
X1 < X2

n(Yk))k+1(m(Yk+1)-m(Yk))

f k+1
udm(u), (2.17)

n-1 Y n-1

S mtY ) > f k+1 udm(u) +
(Sk+1 -Sk )m(Yk

)

n ` n
k=0

Yk
k=1

n-1
= f n udm(u) +

(Sk+1-Sk)m(Yk)
0 k=1

P(S* > X ) < ( n )[P(S
X1)11/2n 2 n

X2-X1

16
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P(Max(IS11,...,1SnI) a2sn)

1/T(t2_n1)-1[p(!snl
aisn)11/2

where
sn

= ES2.

Proof. Starting from (2.14) with X = X2, we have

> X2) < f s dP
2 n-{ *>X } n

a- 2

< f
SndP

+ f
SndP{S} {S*>X S <A }n1 n-2 n 1

r- SdP + X P(S* > X ) ,

{S >X }

n 1 n- 2
n- 1

which immediately yields the basic inequality,

P(S*
-> X2) -< (X2-X1)

1E(S 1
n {S >X,})

n-

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (E(ST)-<- (Var S. Var T)1/2 ) applied

to the right hand side of (2.22) yields (2.20);

1
P(S* > X ) <n- 2 - X2-X1 ESn1{S >X 1

ii 1

<_ (X2-X1)-1(Var Sn)1/2(Var(1.(SaIX ))1/2

1/2
= (X2-X1)-1sn[P(Sn 2_ X1)1

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

17
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< c12



To obtain (2.21), we take X = a.s (i = 1,2) and add to (2.20)
i n

the analogous inequality with all Sits replaced by their negatives

(which also form a demimartingale), and use the fact

u1/2 + v1/2 < /2- (u+v)1/2. Let max(-S/;-S ,...,-Sn) = (-Sn

Starting from (2.14) with X =
X2'

we have

X2P((-Sn)* > X2) <
f (-Sn)dP
{ (-Sn)*>X2 }

f (-S )dP + f
{(-S )>X } n {(-Sn)*.>X2,(-S

n

< f (-Sn)dP + X P((-S)* .1 X2) ,

{(-Sn)_>_X1}

1 n

which immediately yields the basic inequality,

P((-S )* > X2) < 1 f (-S21n
X2 X1 {(-S

)>X1
1

n

= (X2-X1)-1E(-S )1
n {-S >X 1.

1

(-Sn)dP

(2.24)

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the right hand side of

(2.24) yields

1
E(...s )1n-sn)>X11p((-sn)* X2) -2- X2-X1

(X2-X1)-1 (E(-Sn)2)1/2(P((-Sn) -1 X1))1/2

_< (X2-X1)-1 sn
[P(Sn <_ -

X1)]1/2
(2.25)

18



By adding (2.25) to (2.23) and using the fact that

1/2 1/2
u + v < /2- (u+v)1/2 we have

P(S* > X ) + P((-Sn)* _1 X2)n 2

(A2-X1)-1sn((P(Sn > X1))1/2 + (P((-Sn) > X1))1/2);

P(ISnI* X2) _<(A2 -X1
)-is (P(S > X1 ) + P(S < -X1 ))1/2n n

1/2= iT( x _x > Ai) .

2 1

Theorem 2.9. The functional central limit theorem of a sequence

of associated random variables is true for d = 1, i.e., if {XII}

is associated stationary and satisfies the finite susceptibility con-

dition then
Wn

W in D = D[0,1]'

Proof. We need only to show the tightness for

1 y
X.

, 1
i < [ntj

By choosing A2 = As and we obtain from (2.26)

1 1/2
P( Max ISil > Asn) < 2P(1SnI > (X - .

1<i<n

For X > 1, and sn = al/rT it becomes

P{ Max IS I > Aa/rT} < 23/2pOs >4
xa/rT12

i
1<i<n

111

P{ Max IW I > Aa} < 2312 P{IW
1 1/2

nl -2- X0

1<i<n

19
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By the central limit theorem (Theorem 1.3) and Chebyshev's

inequality,

P{1Wn
1 xa11/2 posi 1 x11/2 (8 EINI3)1122 I I 2

where N is the standard normal distribution. Thus if is a

positive number, we have

lim sup P{Max IW.I >Xcl <1 X
n->00 i<n

for sufficiently large X which proves the tightness. 0

Now we consider a 2-parameter array {X. : = (j1,j2) E Z2}

mean zero, finite variance, associated random variables and the

related partial sums

ii j 2

S. = S
) = x(i,k).

2 i=i k=1

We also define for m,n > 1,

S* =1.1a1c{S.:1 < j < m, 1 <
(m,n) 1 < n}.

In order to strengthen Theorem 2.3 to obtain weak convergence

for d = 2, we need a maximal inequality which controls the tail of

S* in terms of the tail of S as was done d = 1 by (2.21).
(m,n) (m,n)

Our d = 2 result also will in fact be based on (2.21) and the key

step is the following lemma.

20



Lemma 2.10. For fixed m, let

= Max{S(kj) : 1 k < ml;
,

then S1,S2,... is a demisubmartingale.

Proof. Suppose Y = f(S1,...,Si) where f is non-negative

and non-decreasing then by the definition (2.27) Y = f({X(i,j)/),

f non-negative and non-decreasing. We must show that

E((S.1 -S.)Y) > 0. (2.28)

Let us define K. 1037

Max(SK. = min{k : S(k,j) = (1,j)''501,j))};

then

sj+1
= S1

S(K.,j)j+1
- S

(K., )- S(K.,j+1)3

K. j+1
j 1

= X(i k)
Y,

X(i k)
i=1 k=1 ' i=1 k=1 '

K.

= X =

k=1
X 1

(k,j+1) (k,j+1) {K.>1.}
k=1

and so since Y > 0 we have

E((S1 -S.)Y) >
E(X(k,j+1)1{K.>k}Y)

k=1

= Cov(X(k
>1(}Y),j+1),k=1

21

(2.27)

(2.29)



3/2< 3 -1/4

(a2-a1)-3/2(F(S > a s ))1/4
(m,n) 1 m,n

(2.31)

22

where we have used the fact that
X(i,j

have zero mean. It is a

simple fact that for any sequence Si,,Sm and any k = 1,...,m

the function,

1{min{ke : S = S*} > k}
m

is a non-decreasing function of IS ,S2-51,...,Sm-Sm_11; thus

and consequently
1{X.>klY

are non-decreasing functions of
1{K.>kl3 J

X(ij)
's and so the right hand side of (2.29) is non-negative by

,

the association of the X(1J) . Is which yields (2.28) and completes
,

the proof.

The following theorem generalizes (2.20)-(2.21) to d = 2. We

define

s2 E ES2
m,n (m,n)

Theorem 2.11. The following inequalities apply to the partial

sums of a two parameter array of mean zero associated random vari-

ables: For X2 > Xi .1 0,

3/4
s2

P(S*(m,n) >_ X2)
< 33/2 2-1 ( m'n (P(S(m,n) X1))1/4 ;

\ (X2-X1)2

(2.30)

for 0 < a, <
a2'

P(Max{IS(k,j)I : 1 < k < m, 1 < j < n1 > a2sm,n)



Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.10, inequality

(2.20) of Theorem 2.8, and the fact that with Si as defined in

(2.27), Stn,n) = S)1";

S* = Max{S 1 <k<m 1 <j< n}
(m,n) (k,i)

= Max Max{S(k,i) : 1 < k ml

1<j<n

= Max {S.}
1<j<n 3

= Max{S1,...,Sn

= S*

that for 0 < X <
X2

P(S(m,n) >: A.2)

X2-X1)

2
ES2

n
= E(T*)2 < ET2 = E(S(m,n))m m

1/2

(P(S > X)1/2
n

(2.32)

If we let
Tk =(k,n) ,

then
Tk = X1

+ + Xk where

X.=1((i,l)
+ + X(i,n) so that the X. 's are mean zero associ-

1

ated. Since

Sn = Max{S(k,n)
: 1 k ml

= MaxiTk : 1 < k < ml

T*

and S(m,n) = T it follows from the following lemma that

23
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and from (2.20) of Theorem 2.8 that for 0 < Ai < X

2 1/2
/

ETm
\

(p(T A ))1/2
P(Sn > = P(T* > X) < (

1m
\ (A-A1)2)

m

1/2

i (m,n)I
(P(S(m,n) > X1))1/2

.

k

\ (A-X1)2 1

Combining (2.32), (2.33) and (2.34), we obtain

P(S?m,n) .> A2)

ES2
\l/2

n(P(Sn X))1/2<

2-A)2 1,

1/4
( )

1/2 2
/ ES2 '\ i E(S(m,n)) \

< / \ (P(S(m,n) _?.. X1))1/4
'

\ (A2-A) (A_A2/ . 1)2

(E(S(2 m,h)))3/4

(P(S(m,n)
..>_. X

(X2-X
1))1/41/2XX-X )

1

Choosing X = (2X1+X2)/3 to minimize the right hand side of (2.35)

leads (2.30).

To obtain (2.31) we first have inequality analogous to (2.35)

by replacing all the Xi's by their negatives:

P((-S(m,n))* > X2

2 0/4
3/2 -1 m,n

< 3 2

s

(P((-S) X1))1/42 (m,n)

1)

;

24
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adding to (2.35) and using the fact that for u,v > 0

u1/4 +v1/4
< 23/4(u+v)1/4;

P(Max{IS(k,j)1 : 1 < k < m, 1 < j < n1 > X2)

P(S* > X ) +
P((-S(m,n))* 2_2)(m,n) 2

2 \3/4

33/2- 2-1 sm,n ( rp(s x

\ (m,n) 1

+ (n,n) L X1)11/4

3 2-1 3/4

(X2-X1

which yields (2.31) by choosing
Xi = aism,n

(i = 1,2) and completes

the proof. 0

Lemma 2.12 (Maximal Inequality). Suppose X1,X2,. are

associated, mean zero, finite variance random variables and

Sn = X1 + +
Xn; then

E(S*2) < E(52) E s2
n n n -

(see [28, Theorem 2]).

Proof. We define

Kn = min(X2+...+Xn, X3+...+Xn,...,Xn, 0);

Ln = max(X2, X2+X3,...,X2+...+Xn);

Jn = max(0, L );

1/4

(P(Is(m,n)1 > xl))1/4

25
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and note that
Kn = (X2+...+Xn) - Jn

is a non-decreasing function of

2
the X. 's so that Cov(Xl' K ) > 0, that

Jn

2

n
pointwise, and

1

that S* = X +J; thus
n 1 n

2
ES*2 = E(X1+Jn)

= Var + 2 Cov(X1n,J) + EJ2
n1

= Var X + 2 Cov(X,X+...+X) - 2 Cov(X1,Kn) + E(J2)
1 12 n n

where

The proof of (2.38) is completed by induction on n since the induction

hypothesis implies EL2 < Var(X2+...+Xn) which together with (2.39)
n

yields (2.38).

The next theorem will give two-parameter weak convergence as

an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.3 and 2.11. We choose to con-

sider weak convergence in the sense of [35] for the sake of conveni-

ence (see Theorem 1.5).

Theorem 2.13. Let
W (t1 ,t2 ), W(t1 ,t2 )

be as in Theorem 2.3
n

with d = 2 and with (tt2) restricted to lie in the unit cube,

[0,112. Then there exists a weak convergence of Wn
to W.

Proof. It suffices to show tightness, namely

< Var X + 2 Cov(X1'X2 ...+Xn) + EL2n
1

V c > 0, lim lim supP(M > = 0,
n

6->0 n-).00

Ms = sup{1W - W (s)I : s,t e [OW2, ils-t1 < 6}n a

26
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and 11.!-.0 = max(It1-s11,1t2-s21). Now simple estimates show that to

obtain (2.40) it suffices to have

V e > 0,

where

Mn
= sup{IWn(t)1 : t E [0,6]21

-1
= n maxilS : 1 < k < n6, 1 j n61.

(k,J)

Now by Theorem 2.11, the fact that

E(S2
a262([n6],[n6]))

n2

(see [26]), and Theorem 2.3 we have that

lim sup P(T4 > c)
n

SUn6],[1161) 6
1/4

< Ca3 2c-3/2 lim P ) > )1

a262 3/4 c 1/4
- C(

62
) [lim P(W (6,6) > -2- )]

n

22 21 1/4

c(a )3/4 p (27(7262)-1/2 exp( 2)dui

c/2 2a 6

-2
lim lim sup 6

P(Mn
2: = 0,

where C is a universal constant. Thus for fixed a and c, we

have for some constants B and b

(2.41)

(2.42)



lim lim sup (3 -2P6i > c)
n

11-4-

cO 2
-1/2

< Urn B1/2( f _1(27)-1/2exp(-
64-0 bó

= 0 (2.43)

which yields (2.41) and completes the proof. 0

Remark. We could use Chebyshev's inequality in the last equality

of the right hand side of (2.42) as before (Theorem 2.9).

It is desirable to extend the above proof to the case'where

d > 2. Unfortunately this method breaks down. Suppose d = 3. We

would define

Sk = Max{S 11 < < m, 1 < j <n}
,k)

for fixed m, n. It is however not clear that {Sk} is a demisub-

martingale. This is because there is no exhaustive increasing

enumeration of {(i,j) : 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n} as there is of

{i : 1 < i < ml in Lemma 2.10.

It is an important unsolved problem to determine if Lemma 2.10

is valid for d > 2. One of the main new results in this disserta-

tion is a functional central limit theorem under an added moment

condition for d > 2.

2.3. Weak Convergence for Associated Random Variables with
Multiparameters

In this section the second moment condition of the finite

susceptibility is generalized to higher moments. This will allow us

28
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to prove the tightness and a functional central limit theorem for

general dimension d.

Proposition 2.14. Let {X : n 6 Zd} be a set of stationary
n

associated, mean zero, and finite variance random variables. Then

the following statements are equivalent;

(1) Finite susceptibility;

Cov(X0' X ) = a2
n

nEZ

(2) For all n > 1 there exists a finite number

Sn
2

Proof. First we are going to show (1) => (2). Assume that

n11/2

< C°

exists.

C0
such that

29

a2 =
Cov(X0 Xn)

< 00.
nEZd

Sn
2

1

Cov(Sn,Sn)lail/ 2

1

0 < i < n
Cov(X.,S )

n

1 y 2 2
a =

0< i < n

St n
2



Next we are to show (2) => (3).

Cov(S[tn],S)

Cov(X. X.)
i,j_EB=[0,tn]

Cov(X0,Xk)
k:k=j-i

L(t,k)
2

= rtni Cov(X0,Xk) Cov(X0,X0 = a ,

k k

where

L(t,k) = E B, = k),

since

L(t,k)

[tn]
increases to 1 as t co.

Finally it will suffice to show (3) => (1). If

d Cov(X0'Xn) =
na

Then for all positive number M there exists a positive number

N = N(M) such that

Cov (X0'Xn) M.

n:n<N

Thus

30
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1
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1
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It1ni Cov(St n,St n)

1
it ni Coy ( X, S

t n'

iEB:1B1=[t1n]x...x[tdn].<N

1

1.1L .

lEB:IBI=[t1n]x...x[tdn]

> (1 -c)M

>C

if B is large enough, i.e., if t is large enough, which contra-

dicts the assumption. Note that the last inequality is valid by

choosing E < 1/2 and M > 2C. 0

Definition 2.15. {X : n e Zd satisfies the finite
n

6-susceptibility condition if there exists C such that

Sn
2+6

11111/2

(2.44)

Clearly if 0 < 6' < 6 and {X : n E ZdI satisfies the finite
n

6-susceptibility condition then it satisfies the finite

6'-susceptibility condition.

Theorem 2.16. Let {X : n E Zd} be a stationary, mean zero,
n

finite variance associated sequence. Suppose that
{Xn}

satisfies

the finite 6-susceptibility. For t = (t1,...,td) E [0,11d let

w /n1-1/2s
n I [t1' '

n] [td n]

31
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where

[t1n] dn]

[t n]
= X ... X X. , = (ii,...,id)s[t n ,...,

j =1 d
j1-1

1

[.] is the usual greatest integer function. Then Wn converges

weakly in D[0,1]d to W.

Proof. Since the assumption that (Xn; n = 1,2,3,...1 satis-

fies the finite 8-susceptibility condition ((2.44) of Definition 2.15),

the finite dimensional distributions of W converge to those of W

by Theorem 2.3. By [2, Theorem 3] it will suffice to show that there

exist positive constants a and y(a > 1) such that

Y1 Y2 a a2
EX(B) 1 1X(C)1 < (p(B)) (p(C))

where yl, Y2, al and a2 satisfy yl + 12 = y > 0, and

al
+ a2 = a > 1 and p is a Lebesgue measure. Define

W( = W (a) = W ([0,a])
n n

1

1111112
S[na ],...,[na ]

1 d

by assumption of the finite 6-susceptibility condition we have for

A = [0,a1] x x [0,a] c [0,1]d

E1Wn(A)12+6

1

= (a1x...xad)(2+8)/2E(
/nal nad s[na1],...,[na

])2+6

< K(p(A))(2+8)/2 (2.48)

32
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where

a1
x X

ad = 1/(A).

Combining (2.48) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

1(2+6)/2114 (c)I(2+6)/2)
E(1Wn(B) n

< (EIWn(B)I2+6)2(EIWn(C)(2+6 )2

(2+6)/4
(b1x...xbd)

x [E(
1

/nbix ...xnbd s[nb1] [nbd])2+11/2

(2+6)/4 r 1 )2+11/2

x (clxxcd) 1E(
s[nc ]x...x[nc ]

t v/nci nc a

< K(p(S))(2+6)/4(p(C))
(2+6)14 (2.49)

where p(B) = 1:11 x . x
bd'

and p(C) = cl x x c which yields

(2.46) since

and = 2+6 > 0

2+6 2+6 2+6=and =--->l
1 4 ' 32 4 2

Definition 2.17. For i<j<k<9, the inequality

E(X.X.XkX ) < E(X.X.)E(X X + E(X.Xk )E(X.X )
j

+ E(X.X )E(X.Xk )
.4, 3

33

(2.50)

2+6 2+6
Y1 2' 12 2
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is called the Lebowitz Inequality (which is held originally for Ising

models in zero magnetic field) [36].

Theorem 2.18. Let
{Xn

: n = 1,2,3,...1 be a stationary

sequence of mean zero associated random variables. Suppose

{X : n = 1,2,3,...} satisfies the finite susceptibility condition

and the Lebowitz Inequality. Then

Snt
4

Int1112

is bounded so by the above
theorem{Xn}

satisfies the functional

central limit theorem.

Proof. The Lebowitz Inequality (2.50) and the association give

Snt
4

El
1/2

1

2 /
EX.X.XkX0

Intl i,j,k,k<ntl 1

3
2 E(XiX.)E(Xky

Intl i,j,k,.9.< ntl 3

00

3
(EX.X.)( / E(XX))

1 f2
Intl i,j,k<Intl

13
2.=1

The last sum is bounded by the finite susceptibility assumption. This

completes the proof. 0

Remark. The Ferro magnetic Ising models are an important class

of models in mathematical physics which are used to describe phase

transitions from liquid to solid as a result of cooling and pressure



as well as spontaneous magnetization. It is known that these models

are stationary, associated and satisfy the Lebowitz inequality.

Further under certain conditions away from criticality they satisfy

the finite susceptibility so satisfy the functional central limit

theorem.
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III. ASSOCIATION OF RANDOM MEASURES, WITH EXAMPLES

3.1. Preliminaries

For complete discussion of random measures and random fields

the reader is referred to Burton and Waymire's papers [5, 6, 7] and

Kallenberg's book [22].

Let Bd denote the collection of Borel subsets of d-dimensional

Euclidean space IRd. The set M of all non-negative measures

defined on (IRd,d) and finite on bounded sets (i.e., Radon

measures) will be equipped with the smallest a-field M containing

basic sets of the form fp E M : p(A) < rl for A E Bd, 0 < r.

M is a Polish space when equipped with the vague topology and M is

the Borel a-field for this topology.

Definition 3.1. A random measure X is a measurable map from a

probability space (0,A,P) into (IAA. The induced measure

Px
= P 0 X-1 on (M,M) is the distribution of X. We distinguish

the set of counting measures by

N = fpc M : p(A) c {0,1,2,3,} for every Ac 5d1

If P = P we say X = Y, X equals Y in distribution.
X Y

Each p E N may be identified with an unordered countable

sequencefx.lof points in IRd that have no limit points, but

may have multiplicities. N has the a-field N generated by the

sets of the form {1.1 E N : p(B) = k} for B E Bd, and k E+.
N is a closed subspace of M.
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Definition 3.2. If X is a random measure with P[X E N1 = 1

then X is called a point random field.

If B E Bd and f E
F0

then X(B) is the random variable

(X(w))(B) and X(f) is the random variable

fd f(x)(X(w))(dx)

where
F0

denotes the cone of non-negative continuous functions

f : IRd -> B1 with compact support. If X is a random measure the

Laplace functional of X is

ent to use the probability generating functional

GX(f) = E[exp(X(log(f))] = LX(-log(f))

for 1 -fEF' 0 <f< 1.
0

The following theorem provides a summary of standard facts;

(see [22]).

Theorem 3.3. Let X and Y be random measures. The follow-

ing are equivalent:

X = Y

X(f) = Y(f) for all f E Fo

Lx(f) = L(f) for all f E Fo

(X(Bi),..,X(Bn)) = (Y(Bi),...,Y(Bn))

37

(3.2)

LX(f) = E[exp(-X(f)] for f E F0 (3.1)

In the case of point random fields it is sometimes more conveni-



for all B
B2'''

.,B E Bd.
n

Definition 3.4. We say that random measures Xn, n > 1 con-

verge in distribution to a random measure X, denoted
Xn

4- X, if

their distributions converge weakly. The following is well known;

(see [22]).

Theorem 3.5. If X, X are random measures then the following

are equivalent:

Xn
.4- X

X(f)n
X(f) (dist.) for all f E F0

Lx
(f)

Lx(f)
for all f E

(Xn(B1),...,Xn(Bk)) (X(B1),...,X(Bk))
(dist.)

for all B1,...,Bk Ed with X(9Bi) = 0 a.s.

for i = 1,...,k, k > 1.

If X is a random measure then the intensity is defined by

(EX)(B) = E(X(B)). EX is always a measure on (IRd,e1), but it is

not necessarily Radon.

The most important counting random measure is the Poisson point

random field X with intensity X E M. This means that X has

independent increments (i.e., the measures of disjoint sets in Bd

are independent random variables) and for each B E Bd, X(B) is a

Poisson random variable with parameter X(B). The Laplace functional

of X is

LX(0 = exp[1(e-f-l)dx]. (3.3)
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Definition 3.6. A random measure X is stationary (or

homogeneous) if for all bounded
B1,...,Bn

E Bd the distribution

(X(B1+x),...,X(Bn+x))
is independent of x E iRd. This is equivalent

to X and TX (where T is the translation operator for x E IRd,

TxX(B) = X(B+x) ) having the same distribution.

Let I = [0,1]d be the unit cube, then intensity E of a

stationary random measure is = E[X(I)]. In this case

EX(B) = 01.

Definition 3.7. We say X satisfies the finite 0-susceptibility

condition if Var(X(B)) < KB for some K < 0. and all bounded

Borel set B E Bd.

A signed random measure Xx is defined by

X(XB)-EX(XB)
E BdXX(B) -

Xd/2
for B

and
XX

is called the Xrenormalization of X.

Definition 3.8. If X is a stationary random measure on ]Rd

with finite intensity we say that X satisfies a classical scaling

limit with parameter a2 if for all disjoint
B1" ..,Bn

E Bd the

renormalized random vector (Xx(B1),...,Xx(Bn)) converges in distri-

bution to a mean zero, independent Gaussian random vector with compo-

nent variance a21B11,...,a2IBnI; here IB I is the Lebesgue measure

of B. This is equivalent to convergence of Xx to Gaussian white

noise with variance a2 as generalized random measures.

(3.4)
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Xx
may be identified with a random function on [0,11d by

considering
X,A(I_),

where = [0,ti]x...x[0,td], and thus mayL

be thought of as an element of D[0,11d

Definition 3.9. We say that a stationary random measure X

satisfies a functional central limit theorem if
XX

converges

weakly, in D[0,11d, to the d-parameter Wiener process as X 4' 00.

Lemma 3.10. Let X be a stationary random measure and define

X(t) as Xx(It), where I = [0,ti]x...x[0,ttli. Assume that the
±.

random measure X satisfies the finite 0-susceptibility. Then if Xx

converges weakly, in D[0,1]d, to the d-parameter Wiener process

as X co, for each [0,1], it follows that for any bounded A e B

1 1

XX(A)
converges in law to a N(0,2a 1A1) distribution.

Proof. First assume that A E 13 is bounded and open. Then

A = u B.
1

1

for some countable collection
{B}1

of disjoint blocks.

For any bounded C E Bd, denote by X(C) a random variable

such that X(C) N(0,a21C1).

By hypothesis it follows that as X 4- =0

Xx( LI B.) '÷ X( U B.)
1 1

1

for all N. But as N co,
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X( u B.) X(A)11

and from the finite 0-susceptibility condition it is easy to see that

as N- 00

Xx( u B.) -> Xx(A)
1

uniformly in X by Chebyshev's inequality. (-> denotes convergence

in probability). Thus X\(A) -+ X(A) as X 4- 00 (2 denotes con-

vergence in distribution) [3, Theorem 4.21.

For general bounded set A E Bd, the above argument may be

repeated, approximating A with open sets. B

Theorem 3.11. If X satisfies the functional central limit

theorem and the finite 0-susceptibility condition then X satisfies

a classical scaling limit.

Proof. From Lemma 3.10, it follows that AEB, A bounded,

,

then X ->
X(A)

X(A), where X(A) N(0,a2 1A1). It remains to be

proven that for B...,Bn E Bd,
Bi

bounded, i = 1,...,n,

Bi
n Bj = $, i

,...,Xx(Bn)) 2 (X(Bi),...,X(Bn))

where
X(B1),...,X(Bn)

are independent normal random variables.

This statement is proven using techniques to those used to prove

Lemma 3.10. The sets {B.}i may be approximated by disjoint sets
a. 1

N
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each of which is a finite union of disjoint blocks.

3.2. Association of Random Measures

There is a partial ordering on IRn given by

= (x/,...,xn) = (yi,y...,yn) if xi < yi for each coordi-

nate, 1 < i < n. Recall a random vector x is associated if f(x)

and g(x) have positive covariance whenever f, g are increasing

and the covariance is well defined. We want to extend the notion of

association to random measures. There is a natural partial ordering

on M given by 11 < v for 11,V E M if for every Borel set B we

have u(B) < v(B). In the point random field case this amounts to

stipulating that every occurrence in u also be an occurrence in v.

The following definition is due to Burton and Waymire [6].

Definition 3.12. If X is a random measure with distribution

PX
we say that X is associated if whenever F,G : M 11 are

increasing and measurable then Cov(F(X),G(X)) > 0 whenever the

covariance is defined.

Notice if the underlying space is S = {1,2,..,n1 then this

reduces to the usual definition of association for non-negative

random vectors. Also note that as usual these definitions may be

applied to point random fields.

Theorem 3.13. A random measure X is associated in the sense

of the above definition if and only if the family

C = {X(B) : 3 Ed is a family of associated random variables.
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Proof. (See Burton and Waymire [61).

The standard arguments for associations usually involve

combinations of the facts recorded in the theorem below. ' The ideas

for proofs can be found in [15] and [6].

Theorem 3.14. The following statements are true:

If X has independent increments then X is associated;

in particular the Poisson random fields are associated.

If X, Y are associated and independent then so is

X + Y.

If F : M + M is increasing and measurable and if X

is associated then so is F(X).

If Xn + X and if each
Xn

is associated then X is

associated.

Proof. To see (i) suppose X has independent increments

and take Al,...,An E Bd. We must show the random variables

X(A1),...,X(An) are associated. Disjointify A1,.. .,A ; i.e.,

anddisjointsets131,,BsothateachilLis a union of B Is.
1

Then (X(B1' ) ...,X(Bm))
are independent hence associated and each

MA.) is a sum of some of of the X(B )Ts so the X(A.)'s are

associated because they are increasing functions of associated

random variables. (ii) and (iv) follow directly from the correspond-

ing properties for associated random variables. (iii) follows

directly from definition. 0
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3.3. Examples of Associated Random Measures

3.3.1. Dependent Thinning

The following definition is due to Burton and Waymire [6].

Definition 3.15. Let X be a Poisson point random field. X'

obtained from X by deleting all occurrences not within one unit of

another occurrence is called a dependent thinning of X.

Theorem 3.16. X' defined as above is associated.

Proof. Because this operation X' = F(X) is increasing with

respect to the partial ordering on N by definition of association

we see that X' = F(X) is associated; for increasing functions f

and g,

Cov(f(F(X)),g(F(X)) = Cov((f.F)(X), (g0F)(X)) > 0

since f o F and g o F are increasing function and X is associ-

ated by (iii) of Theorem 3.14 so is X'. 0

3.3.2. Doubly Stochastic Poisson Point Random Fields (Cox Processes)

Let M be a set of all non-negative measures and denote by M

the smallest a-field on M. The distribution of a random measure A

is the probability measure 7 on (M,M) induced by A. A random

measure Z with distribution
fM

7 7(dp) for some probability
p

measure 7 on (M,M) is called a doubly stochastic Poisson process.
P

If A is a random measure with distribution 7 and Z a doubly
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stochastic Poisson process with distribution
fM

77(111) we

sometimes call Z the doubly stochastic Poisson process correspond-

ing to A. For any bounded B E Bd it follows in this case that

P{Z(B) = k} = P{v E N v(B) = k}

f u(B)k
e-11(B)Tr(dp)

k!

= E
'A(B)k -AB

Intuitively

k!

Intuitively we shall think of a realization of a doubly stochastic

Poisson process Z corresponding to a random measure A as generated

in the following way. First a realization p of A is generated,

and then a realization of a Poisson process with intensity measure

1-1 is generated.

In terms of conditional probabilities 7 is the distribution

of Z given A = u [23].

The following proposition is stated in Burton and Waymire [6].

We give a proof here.

Proposition 3.17. Let A be a stationary, associated random

measure and let Z be a doubly stochastic Poisson point random field

with environment A; that is Z is conditionally Poisson process

with intensity measure A. Then Z is associated.

Proof. Let f = f(Z(Bi),...,Z(Bn)) and g = g(Z(Bi),...,Z(Bn)),

where f, g are coordinatewise non-decreasing. We need to show
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Cov(f,g) = E[Cov(fIA,g1A)] + Cov[E(f1A),E(glA)] > 0 (3.6)

Now for fixed values of A, Cov(fiA,giA) > 0 since Z(Bi),Z(B2),...

are A-conditionally associated (i.e., Z(B1),Z(B2),... are

A-conditionally Poisson with intensity measure A) so the first

term of the sum is non-negative. Also E(f IA) and E(glA) are non-

decreasing functions on A so the second term is also non-negative

because A is associated. 0

3.3.3. Poisson Cluster Random Measure

Let U be a Poisson random field with intensity p and let V

be a random measure with E[V(IRd)] = E. The random measure X is

defined by letting the occurrences of U act as centers or initiators

and then superimposing iid random measures distributed as V but

centered at the occurrences of U. More precisely let U have

occurrences{x.}and let {V.} be iid random measures indepen-
1 1

dent of U and distributed as V. For bounded B e Bd we set

46

X(B) = V.(B-x.).
3.."

(3.7)

We denote X by [U,V] and observe that X is a stationary random

measure with intensity c) (see [6, 7, 19]).

The Poisson cluster process has the following properties:

it is stationary in that the process of cluster centers is

stationary and the clusters relative to their cluster centers

are identically distributed, and more particularily in that

the process of cluster centers is a Poisson process.



Proposition 3.18 (Burton and Waymire [6]). X defined as above

is well defined stationary random measure that is associated; namely,

if X = [U,V] with U Poisson process with parameter p and

E[V(IRd)] < co then X is associated.

Proof. This statement is proven in stages. First suppose V is

deterministic and atomic with a finite number of atoms, that is

V = a.(5

i=1
1 Xi

witha.>0 and where
dx

is the Dirac measure concentrated at
1

x. EIRd. Then {X(B)} is associated because

X(B) = a.U(B-xi)
i=1 1

which is an increasing function of random variables from U(A),

bounded A Ed, which are associated because U is Poisson.

Next suppose V is discrete, that is V =
Vi

with probability

P., 1 < i < k1 ____

and whereV.is deterministic and atomic with at most a finite
1

number of atoms. Now for each i, 1 < i < k let
Ui

be an inde-

pendent Poisson point random field with parameter
pPi.

Set

X. = [U,Vi] then X1 + + Xk has the same distribution as X
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which is associated by (ii) of Theorem 3.14. Now suppose V any

random measure satisfying E[V(IRd)] < co. Partition the half-open

cube [-n,n)d into half open cubes
Al,...,Am

of side length

(1/2)n (so m = (211 2n)d). Let D = .,x} be set of

lower left hand corner points of A1,... ,A. Define the random

measure
Vn

by

V(B) = V(A.) (3.8)

iex.EB
1

for eacheach bounded Borel B c 1R. Intuitively,
Vn

is obtained from

V by erasing all the mass outside of [-n,n)d and moving the mass in

eachA.down to the point
xi.

Clearly, since V is a.s. count-
".

ably additive, Vn converges to V in distribution. Each V is an

easier object to analyze because it only depends on the finite number

of random variables
V(A1),...,V(Am).

Thus
Vn

is a random measure approximating V. Sets

X(n) = [UV] so is associated. We show X(n) X which

will complete this proof because association is preserved under con-

vergence of random measure (iv) of Theorem 3.14. Let
Xn

be the

intensity measure of Vn and X be the intensity measure of V

(i.e., X(B) = E[V(B)] ). Let B be the open ball of radius s

and center 0 in IRd and B iBC
s

its complement. By Fleischman (pg.

54, [15]) it is enough to show

lim sup fc A(Br-x)dx = o .
n

Bs
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But

fc Xn(Br-x)dx = 1cf _xl(Y)Xn(dy)dx
B B 1R
S s

= I d fc 1B(y+x)dxXn(dy)
B r
S

= 1c 1B
Bc Bc

B

s-r s

fc IBrlXn(dy)
s-r

= 1BrIXn(Bcs_r)

<
0

as s 00 since X is a finite measure.
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IV. THE FUNCTIONAL CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR
ASSOCIATED RANDOM MEASURES

4.1. A Classical Scaling Limit

Definition 4.1. We say a random measure X satisfies the

finite susceptibility condition if

a2
Cov(X(I),X(I+k)),

ka

where I is the unit cube, i.e., I = [0,1

Definition 4.2. A random measure X satisfies the finite

6-susceptibility for some 6 > 0 if there exists a finite K such

that

EIX(A) - EX(A) 12+6 < KIA11+(6/2) A E B (4.2)

where 1 1 is a Lebesgue measure.

Notice: Finite 0-susceptibility means that there is a finite K

such that for all bounded Borel set B,

Var X(A) < K1A1 (4.3)

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a stationary associated random

measure. X satisfies the finite susceptibility if and only if X

satisfies the finite 0-susceptibility (i.e., (4.1) and (4.3) are

equivalent).
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Proof. (=>) Assume that

d Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) = a2
ka

First we show

d Cov(X(I'),X(I'+k) = a2I

k':nk'a

where I' is a cube of side length 1/n.

a2 = Cov(X(I) X(I+k))
kad '

= d Cov(X(Ilti1
),X(I'+16-1))

ka 11,12EB

y d Cov(X(I'),X(I'+k'))
ia6B kl:nk'a

= ii(B) d Cov(X(I') X(I'+k1))
k'.nk'a

. 1 Cov(X(I'),X(Il+kt))akt:ni'd

since

11.'1 =
1

#(B)
and I = u (I'+j)

iEB

because I' is a cube of side length l/n, where #(B) = number of

j_ in B, which immediately yields (4.4).

We consider A is a union of cubes size I' i.e.,
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A = u (I'+k )

k1EB

where

d
ri.h1 E = [0,1/n]d .

Then Al1 = #(B) and

Var (X(A)) = Cov(X(A),X(A))

= Coy( d X(Ii+k ) d X(II+k

\ic1EB:j5.1nEZ kEB:k2nEZ

< Cov(X(I'), X(I'+1(1))

k EB k'nEZd

= 0210
EB

= #(13)1-10-'12 =

In case A is open, there exists An A so

Var(X(A)) = lim Var[X(uAn)]
11-4.

< lim
An

a2

= lAta2

Finally, in case, A is a Borel set, there exists a sequence of

open sets An such that An D A, i.e.,
An

A

Cov(X(I'+ki), X(Il+k2))

1EB
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Var[X(A)] = lim Var(X(nA ))
n+co n

< limlAnlo2

= 1A1a2

which yields

Var(X(A)) < KIAI,

where K is finite.

(<=) Define a sequence of random fields Y : n E Zdl such

that Yn = X(I+n) and A = u(I+n).

Then Proposition 2.14 in Section 2.3 implies

Cov(Y0' Y ) < K
n

nEZ

which completes the proof. 0

In 1980, C. Newman proved that a renormalized block sums of

stationary associated random variables indexed by the lattice Zd

converge in distribution to iid Gaussian random variables if the

covariance function satisfies the finite susceptibility condition [26].

Burton and Waymire extend this idea to random measures as follows [6].

Notice that because X is associated Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) is

non-negative for non-degenerate X. The following lemma is the

basic idea required in the proof of the theorem below.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose that X is a stationary associated random

measure and I is the unit cube. If X satisfies the finite

susceptibility condition (4.1) then for

B = u
Ik

keA

Var X(B) < a2 card(A),

where A c Zd is finite and
Ik

Proof.

Var(X(B)) = X Cov(X(I,),X(I,))
k,9,EA

<
Cov(X(I),X(Ik)

= a2 card(A)
ZEA kEZd

which completes the proof. 0

Notice that since card(A) = IBI this is a special case of (4.5)

in Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose that X is a stationary associated

random measure and satisfies (4.1). Then X satisfies a classical

scaling limit with parameter a2.

Proof. Let I = [0,1]d. First we consider the distribution of

Xx(I)
=X(XI)-EX(XI)

Xd/2

is translate of I for k E A.

as
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Let

D= {n E Zd : I + n c [X]I},
X

where [X] denotes the greatest integer in X. Also let

o
= XI \ [Ai'.

Then

X(XI) = Z + X(10) .

nED
X

55

Let Zn = X(I+n), n E Zd. Then {Z : n E Zd} is an associated
n

family of stationary random variables for which

Cov(Z, Z ) <
0 n

nEZ

From Newman's Theorem [26] it follows that

k k

ISn
- ESn

. n E
kd/2

Zd {W : n E Zd} as k co,

in the sense of convergence of finite dimensional distributions,

where {W : n Zd} are iid mean zero, variance n, Gaussian
n

random variables and

S = Z
n

VE [k(I+n)]

where

[B] = {n = (n1,...,nd) E Zd : n E 131 = Zd n B.



Moreover,

0
X(XI) - EX(XI) = (2n-EZn) + x(I) - EX(Ix) .

X
nED

However, by Lemma 4.4, since

0

Ix
c ([X]+1)I \ [XII

and

Cov(X(A),X(B)) > 0

because of association,

Nd
({X]+1)d - [X]d

< (2d-1)Xd-1 ,

where Nd = number of unit cube in ([[X]+1)I\ D

Var X(I) < Var(([X]+1)I \[X]I)
X

N,
u

= Var X.

/

Nd Nd
< Cov(X.,X.)

i=1 j=1
3

< Ndo2

< (2d-1)a2Xd-1

whereX.is a unit cube located in -([X]+1)I \ [X]I which yields
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Var X(I) = 0(Xd-1) as X
X

In particular, it follows from Chebyshev's inequality that

7X(I0) - EX(Ix)
0

> E-
Xd/2

Var X(I)
X

a 22Xd

Var X(([X]+1)I\ [X]I)

22d6 E A

2 2 d
= Var

'\i=1

Nd Nd

Cov(X.,X.)/a22Xd
i=1 j=1

1

Nda2

a2e2Xd

(2d-1)Xd-la2
-*0 as X -> co.

a2e2Ad

Since [X]d X as X -> co the result follows from Newman's

central limit theorem in the case of the marginal distribution of

X(XI), centered, and scaled. For arbitrary disjoint unit cubes

the same considerations may be applied to the random

vector
(X(XI1),...,X(XIm))

centered and scaled. 0

C°
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4.2. Functional Central Limit Theorem for Associated
Random Measures

Newman and Wright have shown weak convergence for associated

random variables, where d = 1,2 [28, 29]. Burton and Waymire have

shown a classical scaling limit for associated random measures which

satisfy the finite susceptibility [6]. We combine these ideas and

prove the theorem below.

Lemma 4.6. Assume that the random measure
Xn

satisfies

tightness (as an element of D = D[0,1]d), and let the random

measure
Vn

converge in probability to 0 as n co. Then a

process
Xn Vn

also satisfies the tightness [32, 33].

Proof. From the assumption we have

{SuplVn(t)l< ln {wx (6) = 0} c
fwvnn(0 < El

which implies

P{co(V+X,(S) >: el <Pfsuply > 1 + Pfw(xn,(5) > 01
n n n 2

which completes the proof. G

Combining Theorems 2.9, 2.13, 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 we get

Theorem 4.7. Let X be a stationary associated random measure

on B."11, where d = 1, or 2. If X satisfies the finite sus-

ceptibility condition (4.1), then X satisfies a functional central

limit theorem.
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Proof. Consider

X(XA)-EX(AA)
X (A) =

aXd/2

where d = 1, or 2. Put A = [0,a1] x . x [0,ad] = [0,a]

X(AA) = X([0,Aa])

X(AA) -EX(AA) = X([0,Aa]) - EX([0,Aa])

= X([0,[Aa]]) - EX([0,[Aa]]) + X([[Aa],Aa])

- EXU[Aa],Aa])

Note that

X([[Aa],Aa]) - EX([[Aa],Aa]) p 0

aXd/2

Let X. X([j,j+1]) - EX(L1,j+11).

1
X([0,[Aa]]) - EX([0,[Aa]]) =

d/2 / Xi
aX Aa1-1

[X] d/21
e-T-) d/2

x.
c[X] j<[Aa]-1 I

which satisfies the tightness of
XA

by Lemma 4.6.

We also prove a functional central limit theorem, in dimension

d > 2, combining Bickel and Wichura's idea for weak convergence [23]

and Burton and Waymire's classical scaling limit theorem for associ-

ated random measure [6].
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Theorem 4.8. Let X be a stationary associated random measure

on IRd, where d > 2. If X satisfies the finite 6-susceptibility

then X has a functional central limit theorem.

Proof. Since if X satisfies the finite 6-susceptibility

condition then X also satisfies the finite susceptibility, it will

be sufficient to show that there exist S(> 1) and y(y > 0) such

that

- 11- Y2,
$1

3 2
E(1X(A)1 1X(B)1 )< C(p(A)) -(1.1(B))

where y
y2' $1

and
$2

satisfy yi + y2 = y and $1 + 82 =

X(.) = X(.) - EX(.).

Combining Schwarz inequality and the finite 6-susceptibility

(Definition 4.2) we have

(2+6)/2 - (2+6)/2)
x(B)1

-
1

lE (1X(A)1

- 12+)6 1/2,2+6)1/2(0(B) ,< (EIX(A)1

1A1(2+6)/
)

4(E1 X(A) 12+6)1/2 IBI(2+6)/4(EI X(B) /2+6,1/2
1 1/21 1/21
1A1

1BI

(2+6)/4 (2+6)/4
< C (A) .1(B)

where 1.1 = 1.1(.) and

X(A) 12+6 1
2(E1

X(B)
12+6)

1/2
C > (E1

11311/21
. 0

1A11/2
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it.

Proof. Combining Theorems 3.16, 4.5 and Lemma 5.1 we can prove

61

V. APPLICATIONS

5.1. Examples of a Classical Scaling Limit

Lemma 5.1. Let a random measure X' be a dependent thinning

defined as in Definition 3.15. X' satisfies a finite susceptibility.

Proof. Because a Poisson point random field X has independent

increments (i.e., the measures of disjoint sets in Bd are indepen-

dent variables), there exists a finite d such that

Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) = 0

for every k with lkl > d and hence by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

Cov(X(I),X(I+k) = Cov(X(I),X(I+k))
keZ k:Ikl<d

=
EX(I)X(I+k)

k:Ikl<d

< (Var X(I))1/2 (Var X(I+k))2 <

k:Ikkd

which yields

Cov(X'(I),X'(I+k) < Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) <
kEZ kEZd

Theorem 5.2. Dependent thinning defined as in Definition 3.15

satisfies a classical scaling limit.



Theorem 5.3. If A is a stationary, associated, mean zero

random measure and satisfies the finite susceptibility condition

(4.1) then the doubly stochastic Poisson process Z with environ-

ment A satisfies a classical scaling limit.

Proof. It suffices to show that Z satisfies the finite

susceptibility since Z is associated by Proposition 3.17.

d Cov(Z(I),Z(I+k) = d [Cov(E(Z(I)1A),E(Z(l+k)1A))
kEZ kEZ

+ E(Cov(Z(I)(A, Z(I+k)IA))]

that

where I is the unit cube, which completes the proof by Theorem

4.5.

Theorem 5.4. Let X = [U,V] be a Poisson cluster process with

U a Poisson random field with intensity p. If V is a random

measure with E[V(IRd)2] = E X satisfies a classical scaling

limit with parameter pE.

Proof. In view of Theorems 3.18 and 4.5 it suffices to show

Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) = p4 <

= d (Cov(A(I),A(I+k))+EA)
kEZ

=,1 d Cov(A(I),A(I+k)) <
kEZ
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To see this simply note

Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) = f E{V(I+x)V(I+k+x)Ipdx
IR

so that

Cov(X(I),X(I+k)) = fE{V(I+x)V(I+k+x)lpdx
k IRd

= f
d

E{V(I+x)V(IRd)lpdx
IR

= pEV2(IRd)

= PC < c°.

5.2. Doubly Stochastic Poisson Point Random Fields

Combining Proposition 3.17 and Theorem 4.8 we get

Theorem 5.5. Let A be a stationary, associated random

measure which satisfies the finite 6-susceptibility and Z be a

doubly stochastic Poisson with environment A; that is Z is

A-conditionary Poisson with intensity measure A. Then if A satis-

fies a functional limit theorem, then so does Z.

Proof. Define Z(B) = Z(B) - 01, where is the intensity

of A. It will be sufficient to prove that there exists finite K

such that

- 2+6
EIZ(B)I

1 11+(6/2)
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Assume that

EIA(B)12+6 = EIA(B)- IB112+6 < K1B11+(6/2)

Then
- 12+6 2+6/

EIZ(B)1 = E(E(1Z(B) - 011 IA)]

= E[E(1Z(B) - A(B) + A(B) - IBil2+61A)]

<:_K1E[E(1Z(3) - A(B)I2+6IA)]

+ K1E1A(B) -
I 112+6 (5.4)

Note that the above inequality is obtained by

la + blY < 21 (lalY + where y > 0. (5.5)

and that the second term of the right hand side of (5.4) bounded

0114-(6/2) by the assumption.

It will be sufficient to show that

E[E(1Z(B) - A(B)124-61A)] < 0111-(612). (56)

Note that there exists y < 0. such that

ElA(B)li = EA(B) - 01 +

< r1{E1A(B) - Bj + E(IB1)1

i.e., we have

, 19,< r IBIk/2 + r 1BI < yIB1

and that Z(B) - A(B) is a Poisson distribution for any fixed A,
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g(X) = EIZ -X12+6 . I

-A k
Z -x e X

k=0
A k!

g(X) is bounded, and thus

EIZ -X12+6 < K Max(1,X1+(6/2));
A

EIZ(B)-A(B)I2+6 < K Max(1,IA(B)I1+(6/2))

< K(1+IA(B)I1+((S/2))

< K IA(B)I1+(d/2)

for B large enough, which together (5.7) yields (5.6). 0

Notice that we need only check for rectangles that are large.
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(5.11)

(5.12)

From the fact that g(X) -> N(0,1) as X -> co [4, 30] and that Zth

absolute moments of the normal distributions N(0,1) are

135. . . (2k-1) ; 2, is even
! 12,

EIZI = (5.9)

0 ; 2, is odd,

for k = 1,2,3,. [4], we have

lim g(X) = M (constant). (5.10)
X->o.

Combining (5.10), g(0) = 0 and the fact that g(X) is continuous



5.3. Poisson Cluster Random Measures

Together with the Theorems 4.8 and 5.4 we prove that Poisson*

cluster random measures satisfy a functional central limit in several

stages.

Theorem 5.6. Let X = [U,V] be a Poisson cluster process with

U Poisson process with parameter p and V deterministic with

E[V(IR)] = < 00. Then a Poisson cluster process X satisfies a

functional central limit theorem.

Proof. To prove this theorem first note that

X(B) = f d V(B-x)U(dx)
11

=fdfd1B_x(y)V(dy)U(dx)
11 11

=fdfd1B(y+x)U(dx)V(dy) by Eibinis theorem
1R. 11

=d 1 d
1 (x)U(dx)V(dy)

BR. 11
B-y

= f d U(B-y)V(dy).
IR

(5.13)

Let X(B) = X(B) - EX(B).

It will be sufficient to show that there exists a finite number

C such that

Eli(B)12+' < 03114-(612).
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1ZX-X/2+6
Note that El

I

< K for 1 < X < co, where Z is a Poisson
VX

X

process.

X(B) - EX(B) = X(B) -

= f d [U(B-y) - plBl]V(dy).

-
EIX(B)2+61 = Elf

d

[U(B-y) - plBl]V(dy)I2+6
1R

2+6
112+6 V(dy)

< 1E1 f Elu(B-y) - PiBii

KiBl1+(6/2)

2+6
El Xil < C6n5/2 EIX.12+6

1 1 1

where

6= 2-

1 2
(2+6)(1+6)max(1,26-1)(1 + K2m6/2m)

and integer m satisfies the condition 2m < 2+6 < 2m+2 and the

constant
K2m

is defined by
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(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

which is enough to consider set B of measure > 1, since U is a

Poisson process. II

The following lemma is based on proving the theorem below.

Lemma 5.7 (Inequality). Let X1,... ,X be independent random

variables with zero means and finite absolute moments of order

2 + 6 (6 > 0). Then



K=
2m

Proof. (See [31] p 60 or [11]).

Theorem 5.8. Let X = [U,V] be a Poisson cluster process with

parameter p and E[V(IRd)] = E < and E[V(IRd)2+6] < =. Suppose

V is discrete that is V =
Vi

with probability P., 1 < i < k,

(Elic:Pi=1),arldwilere.V.Is deterministic and atomic with at most

finite number of atoms. Then X satisfies a functional central

limit theorem.

Proof. Let pi = P.p, and let P = 1/n. Combining (5.16)

and Jensen's inequality

E i(A)12-1-6El fuld U(A-y)V (dy) 12+6

6/2 / 2+6 r

V.(dy) 24.6N

Cn L(Ei Elj d U(A-y) 1, I )
1 AIR

si

< Cn6
2 7 ,2+6 _1+(6/2)1A11+(6/2)

L pi
1

< Cn6/2EV(md)2-1-611.
(1)1+(6/2)1A11+(6/2)

= K- lAi1+0/2) 0 (5.17)

Theorem 5.9. If X = [U,V] is a Poisson cluster process with

parameter p and EV(IRd)2+6 < = then X satisfies a functional

central limit theorem.

in 2m-1
7 r

L
r=1

(r-1)!
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- 2+6
Proof. It suffices to prove EIX(I)I < co. Lemma 5.13 will

1- 1

show that EV(IRd)2+6 < 00 implies EIX(I)12+8 < m.

Theorem 5.10 (Rosenthal's Inequality). If {Si,Fi : 1 < i < nl,

S. = x + + x., is a martingale and 0 < 8 < co then there exists
J 1

a constant C depending on 6 such that

r 21
EISII12+

n6
.L C6 t( E(X.IF. ))(24-6)/2 + E

1-1
i=1 i=1

(5.18)

Proof. (See [20] p. 23-24.)

Lemma 5.11. Let
X1,X2'...

be iid random variables with

E1X.:'2+6 < co and let y = EX1 then there exists constant
C6

depending only on 6 such that

2+624-6 InEX211+(6/2) + nE1X112+6C [Iny1 + nly12+6]<

(5.19)

Proof. Since Xi - y, X2 - y,... are iid random variables

centered origin and martingales

17
ny

12+6 12+6
i

1 1 1

Cl {(
2+81

E I Xi-Y I + nil
2+6

\ 1

El

i=1

2+Sj
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f n

< C2 (
EIX.-

\ 1

) (24-6)/2+ EIX.-yl 2+84.1ny12+81

1 1

c f(nEx2\1+(6/24 nEix
11

I

12+64111y12+8+Inii2+8

3 1



Note that the first inequality is obtained by

Ia+b,r < 2r(ar+br), the second by Rosenthal's inequality, and that

the third by Var X < EX2 and la+blr < 2r(ar+br). a

Lemma 5.12. Let x be uniformly distributed in [-n,n] . Then

there exists constant C (<co) such that for a > 1

<.
cn-dE[v(iRd)a].

(5.20)

Proof.

EIV(I-x)la = E{E(1V(I-x)la7V)1

1 r

= E
d

j . f IV(I-x)ladx ..dxd
(2n) -n -n

(2n)-dE f 1V(I-x)Idx
kE[-n n]d

< Cn-dE f
d

IV(I-k-x)Iadx
I kE[-n,n]

-! a
= Cn-dE fV(IRd)1adx = Cn dEIV(IRd)1

Lemma 5.13. EV(IRd)2+6 < co implies
0(1)12+6

< qD[EV(IRd)2+61,

where () -4- 0 as 6 0.

Proof. Combining Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, and

ElY1a < (ElY113)a/13 where a < 3, [9] and ERa < Cnad, a > 1, R is

Poisson.
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E X(1) 12+6 = lim E Id V. (I-xi) 12+6
n4-03 )c. [-n,n] 1

= lim E[E(l V.(I-x.)12+6/R)]
i=1 1 1

lim E [C6{(Rn-dEV( IRd) ) 2+6 + (Rn-dEV( IRd)2 )1+(612)

n- -400

cS d 2+6,
+ Rn-dEV(dIR )2+ + Rn-d(EV( ))

-d 2+6 d 2+6 -d
C E[ (Rn ) (EV( ]R) ) + (Rn)1+(6/ 2) (EV( IRd)2)1+0/ 2)
6

Rn-dEV( IRd)2+6 + R(n-dEV( IRd))2+6]

= C [ ER2+6 (n-d) 2+6 (EV ( 1Rd) )
2+6

ER1+(6/2) (n-d)1+(6/ 2) (EV( IRd)2)1+(6/
2)

+ ERn-dEV(
d)2+6

+ ERn-d(EV( IR
d))2+61

(2+6)d -d 2+6C)) 2+6
(1+(6/2))d(n-d)1+(6/2)[ + n6n (n ) (EV(IR

d 2 1+( 6/ 2) d -d d 2+6
(EV( IR ) ) + n n EV( IR )

d 2+6
+ nd(n-d)2+6(EV(IR )) ]

d 2+6
= C [(EV(IRd))2+6 + (EV(IRd)2)1+(6/2) + EV(1R )

_d) d 2+6
+ (n ) (EV(IR )) ]

C[EV(1Rd)2+6 + EV(IRd)2+6 + EV(IR)2+6

(n-d)1+6EV(IRd)2+6]

C EV ( IRd)2+6

n-K0

which completes the proof.
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